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This handbook was created to be use by the walking football 

trainers and coordinators in project “Football for Active aging, 

Inclusion and Together Healthy” (FAITH) implementation, 

funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union.   

 

Project „FAITH“ is realizing by:  
 

„LEVSKI – Sport for all“ – Multisport  

association from Sofia, Bulgaria 

 

Ferencvárosi Torna Club – Multisport     

club from Budapest, Hungary  

 

Società Sportiva Lazio Calcio a 8 – 

Football club part of multisport club „Lazio“ 

from Rome, Italy  
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I. Warm-up exercises  
Always warm up before the training session or competition  

 

STRECHING EXERCISES  

1.  

 

The neck muscles 

2.  

 

The shoulder and back 
muscles 

3.  

 

The triceps  

4.  

 

The clavicle 
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5.  

 

mobilizing the spine 
and lumbar lobe 

6.  

 

lumbar lobe 

7.  

 

the back thigh 

8.  

 

Adductors 

9.  

 

the gluteus 
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10.  

 

the seat and spine 

11.  

 

Quadriceps 

12.  

 

hip flexors 

13.  

 

the calf 

Choose 6-8 exercises from proposed, as 

2-3 for upper limbs and 4-5 for lower 

limbs   
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II. Walking football main training  

Exercises with a ball 

 

Exercise 1 

 
 
 
Players work in pairs and pass over an initial distance of the 

width of the penalty area (smaller depending on age of players 
and their physical conditions). 

The aim here is for players to keep the ball on the ground and 
get it to their partner as quickly as possible (only walking) using 

a driven pass. 
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Exercise 2: Passing Square 

 

6 players per square.  

Setup a 2 yrd passing gate & a first touch gate at each corner. 

Also, setup a passing gate in the middle of each side of the 

square. The player objective is for each pass to go through the 

passing gates and the first touch to go through the gate 

towards the direction of the next pass. The central passing gate 

is to further encourage a directional first touch and a more 

accurate pass down the line. 

You can make it a contest to see how many times an individual 

player is succesful at passing through the gate and/or getting 

the first touch through the gate. A point is awarded for both. 
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Exercise 3: Hit the Cone Accuracy 

 

Place a tall cone in each middle gate and add an accuracy 

challenge for the players.  

Each time they knock down the tall cone, they get point - but 

their pass must also go through the passing gate to the next 

player.  

After they knock down the cone, the player must stand it back 

up on his way to the next position.  

Who can be the player to "Hit the Cone" the most ? 
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Exercise 4: Dribble with a ball  

 

The players start from the four starting points and move right 

to the yellow cone, then left to the red cone with the ball at 
their feet.  

The players should turn in front of the cones, not behind the 
cones.  

Exercise 1: clip the ball with the instep in front of each cone.  

Exercise 2: clip the ball with the outstep in front of each cone.  

Exercise 3: step over in front of each cone.  

Exercise 4: turn 360 degrees in front of each cone.  

Exercise 5: fake shot trick in front of each cone.  

Exercise 6: complete each of the five previous skills one after 
another, so that everything that has previously been learned 

can be practiced in one go. 
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10 EASY RULES FOR TRAINING 
GAME WALKING FOOTBALL 

 

1. The football pitch must be 20 m. wide and 40m. Long 

2. Goal post – 3.m X 2.m or similar 

3. Ball size – 5 

4. Starting team is compared of 6 players – 1 goalkeeper and 

5 players.  

 

5. Time of the game – two half of 20 minutes and 10 minutes 

break. 

https://www.google.bg/url?sa=i&url=https://tr.123rf.com/photo_38195908_dokulu-%C3%A7im-futbol-veya-futbol-sahas%C4%B1.html&psig=AOvVaw2r86yP3Bt8FgfJV3FeaEV9&ust=1582895927684000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCODrzoPp8ecCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAU
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6. No offside rule 

7. The first 5 minutes of the game must be played only by 

walking. 

8. After each goal the game starts from the centre of the 

pitch. 

9. The substitution are unnumbered  

10. Physical contact is forbidden to keep the health of the 

players.  

20 min. 
1st part 

10 min. 
Break 

20 min. 

2nd part 
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III. The final part  
 

After our participants have completed the 

Walking football session, they have to 

cool down. 

 

Static stretching is necessary to be done, so they can bring 

down their heart rate and to recover their muscles. (you can 

use the exercises  on page 1 they are similar) 

 

After each the training or the football game the teams have a 

socializing minutes cup of tea or coffee with the other 

players.  
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Contacts: 

 

„LEVSKI-Sport for all“, Sofia, Bulgaria 

www.levski-sport.bg 

info@levski-sport.bg  

 

Ferencvárosi TC, Budapest, Hungary  

www.fradi.hu/en 

balint.mate@fradi.hu 

  

Società Sportiva Lazio Calcio a 8 

www.sslaziocalcioa8.com/ 

gabriella.bascelli@multisportclubs.eu   

 

Ivo Velchev – walking football, quality expert  

velchev.ivo@gmail.com  
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